The paper deals with problems of optimal control in which the control in general appears nonlinear and in distributional sense, that means as limits of regular distributional sequences. For this a generalization of necessary conditions of optimality is provided (whibh is also sufficient in the linear case).
Introduction
Problems of optimal control were often studied for controls being piecewise continuous [2, 51 , bounded measurable [6] or measurable functions [1] . However, numerous applications of optimal control in geometry, mathematical physics and engineering require an extension of these investigations to controls u in the shape of distributional vector-valued functions in a basic space D of r -vector-valued functions on IE'. Referring to the theory of distributions by Gelfand and Schilow [3] and to the article [4] , where a distributional version of optimal processes subject to ordinary differential equations is considered, now in the paper lying before us this conception is transmitted on Hammerstein type integral equations with bounded kernel in infinite-dimensional spaces.
Some preliminary notes
In the following we shall denote by LE T' the real n-dimensional Euclidean space, FE n its positive octant, and [a, b] an interval in IE'. We denote by D(tE') the basic space of all infinitely differentiable finite r -vector-valued functions on V. Each function 4) ED(E) vanishes outside of a bounded interval (depending on 4)). We denote by fl'(IE') the whole set of linear continuous functionals on -D(E) (i.e. distributions). A distribution X €ZY(LEiis called zero on a neighbourhood Vofs0 € E 1 if for every 4) €D(E') with 4)(s) = 0 outside of V the condition (x,4)) = 0 holds. A point s is called an essential point of x if no neighbourhood of s exists on which x is zero.We denote byD,(IE') the n-fold product D Eix...xD'(tE') and each element x €D(IE') is said to be an n-dimensional distribution or simply n -distribution.lf x = (x'.....xe') belongs to , IE r ) , then (x,4)) means the n -dimensional vector ((xt,4) under the assumption on fthat this limit does not depend on the special sequence {Uk}. We shall denote by B"' tm the space of all (n xm)-matrix functions (a()). If f:IE' x FET B"" satisfies the condition for all u £ L c(IEi, E T ) the function s -f(s,u(s)) belongs to L,0c(IE1,B,m), then for each u £D'( ET) the distribution 1(u) of D(E') is defined as above in (i). We have only in this case to replace the integrands of (i) by f(s,uk(s)) and f(s,u(s)), respectively.
Let be x £D , (lE m ) and K € CIE 1, B m ,)), then we understand by K the n-distribution in DOE') which is defined by 
Let K: IxEE' -B""' be a measurable bounded function such that for each t € I the function K(t,) belongs to C(FE',B""')and the mapping t-K(t,) is continuous on I into L1(I,B""').
Finally, b is an element of C(I,FE").
Under these arrangements we now formulate the following class of distributional problems:
subject to state functions x E C(I,FE") and distributional controls u €TY(Eiwith suppf1(u) and suppg,(u) as subsets of 1, such that the following constraint, the state Hammerstein type integral equation
x(t) =fK(t,$)((s,x(s)) +g1(s,u(s)))ds +b(t).
holds. Furthermore, we demand that for each sequence of admissible processes (x i , u) of (1) -(2) the following limit relations hold:
Moreover, we require that for each process (x0 , u0 ) of (1) - (2) 
Finally, we shall denote by D(f1 ,g1 ) or briefly D. the set {x £ fl(iE r)I suppf(),suppg1(x) C 1} and we suppose that for each u E L,,(l,IE T )there exists a distribution U in such that, for each i€D(lE') and p
hold. Besides of problem (1) - (2) we study further the sequence of corresponding substitutional problems of the form
where g0(s,x) +g,(s,u) ). Proof: Using the basic theorem, which has already been proved for more general situations in Banach spaces [11, in our case we can find for each j € N an optimal solution (x,u) of the substitutional problem (3), corresponding not simultaneously vanishing elements O i €L2(l,E") and numbers Xj a 0 such that
(4)

G(t) 5K(s,t)(fo' c(s,xj (s))Xj +2(x(s) -xo (s))cxX +g'(s,xj(s))(s))ds (7)
holds as well as
where H: W-1E 1 is defined by
Now we introduce
and divide each equation by y,. Thus, using the abbreviations Oj = and A, = X /-r we obtain from(7) a modification of this equation in which Dj and Xi are replaced by bi and A1, respectively. We denote these modified equations by (7) and 18), respectively. By our construction
and hence, by using well-known compactness theorems in Hilbert spaces we can find a subsequence {j'} of {j} such that Ui converges to (D,A) in the following sense:
e., weakly), and 3X . -A in 1E 1 .
Inconsequence of (B) and (C) and the optimality property of with respect to (3), we get
Since Xj -x0 in L 2(1,!E 1 ) and -F(x,,u) this leads to xj . -x0 in LP, IE') and F(x ., ui .) -F(x0 , u0 ).
(12)
Further, we shall consider that x . (t)-. x0 (t) holds almost everywhere in!.
Hence from (A), (7) and (10) we get with 0 = sup
IK(t,$)I (I) urn JK(s, t)f(s,x.(s)). ds = j'K(s, t)!0(s,x0(s))X ds
-0 when f
(III) JK (s, t)g(s,x.(s)).(s) ds -5K(s, t)g(s,x0(s))cD(s)ds r 1V
,(s,xj,(s))-g.,,(s,xo(s)))Oj^,)dsll-^^fK-(S,t)g^,(S,X.(S)^i5j4s)-O(s))d, 9011(,xo())IIL2+
K*(s,t)g(s,xo(s js)-(D (s))ds_
0. Finally, we shall prove the validity of (6) . From ()we obtain for each v E L,,,(I,E') with the property € Z (see (C)) and Iv(t)I :5 M, , the inequality I<s,xj.(s),v(s),j.,j.)ds ^fHj(s,xj.(s),ujs) ,j.,)j.)ds (13) or from (4) and (9) in more particular form
In fact g(s,x .(s)) -9',,.(s,x0(s)) -
J'
f(j<bo(y(s)) +f(s,v(s))) s)(g0(s,xj.(s)) +g1(s,$))) +• . (xs) -x(s)) 2 ) ds !^ f(.(f(s,x(s)) +f1(s,u(s))) + s)(g0(s,xj.(s)) +gj(s,uj.(s))) +5.((s) x0(s))2)dS.
From previous discussions we can conclude ( ,
is obvious. After that it is easy to prove lim
JH(s,xo(s),v(s),D,A)ds.
(14)
0
We have also (7) and (2), after changing the order of integration we obtain
Xj o x(t,Xj . (t))K(t,S)gi(S, uy(s))ds)dt +j(2a(xj.(t) -xo(t))fK(ts)gi(s,ujs))ds)dt +Jt)&,(t, xj.(t))J'K(t,$)g1(s, uJ s))ds)dt -
= ( t , t))[x(t) -b(t) -fK(ts)&3(sxJ.(s))ds])dt +j(2(xy(t)-xo(t))[xj(t) -b(t) -fK(t,$)go(sxj(s))ds])dt +j j t)g x(txj . (t))[xj .(t) -b(t) J'K(ts)go(s,xj.(s))ds])dt -J1(Xi x(tx0(t[vo(t) -b(t) -fK(ts)(sxo(s))ds])dt +ft)go (txo(t))[co(t) -b( t) -fK(ts)go(sxo(s))ds])dt = j( ox(tx o(t))j(ts)gi( s o(5))dis) 'it +J(?(t)gox(t,xo(t))fK(t,$)gi(s,uo(s))ds)dt = j(K(t,$)[1(t,xo(t))X + x(txo(t))(t)]dt .gi(suo(s)))ds = J'D(s)g1(s,u0(s))ds.
Taking this into account we get from (15) j'Hj.(s,x(s), uy(s),.,.)ds -> J'H(s, x 0(s), u0(s),,X)ds.
Hence ( 14) and from the last conclusion we have
J'H(s,x0(s),v(s),D,X)ds sJ'I-i(s, x 0(s),u0(s),D,X)ds for all v € L,
On the other hand, according to (B) there exists a sequence of regular admissible distributional controlssuch that -u in '(E'). Hence for each 4 € D(E') and p €D(E') we get
and therefore
limJ'H(s,xo(s),(s),D,X)ds J'H(s,xo(s), u0(s),,X)ds. (17)
The conditions (15) and (17) together imply the proposition (6) I
Sufficient optimality conditions
We consider now the following control problem:
F(x,u) J((s)x(s)+(s)u(s))ds inf (1)' x(t) =JK(t,$)(g0(s)x(s) +g 1(s)u(s))ds (2)'
where b,x € c(I,IE"), u €rY(EEZ') with suppu ', Br.) and the function K: I xE 1 _'Bz,J satisfies the same conditions as in Section 3. We shall assume again that condition (B) holds. However, the other conditions (a,b,c, A,C) from Section 3 are automatically fulfilled here. The corresponding substitutional problems according to Section 3 we denote by (3)'. The Hamiltonian in our case has now the form Since (x0( ), u0(')) and (.'( '),ii(')) satisfy the condition (2)' we get
x0(t) -. 1(t) =fK(t,$)g0(s)(x0(g) -.Q1 (s))ds +fK(t,$)g1(su0(s) -1(s))ds.
Now multiplying both sides of this equation by a( t), after integration we obtain
ffa(t)K(t,$)g1(s)(u0(s) -1(s))dtds = (t)(x0(t) -1(0)dt -ff(t)K(t,$)go(sXx0(s) -1(s))dtds.
We substitute this expression in inequality (11)' and conclude
fxr(s)(u0(s)-(s))ds +fa(t)(x0(t)-2 (t))dt -ffa(t)K(t,$)g 0(sxo(s)-. 1(s))dtds a 0. (12)'
From (9)'
fa(t)(xo(t) -1(t))dt JX o(sxo(s)-j(s))ds +JJa(t)K(t,$)g0(s)(x0(s) -x1(s))dtds
and because of (12)' we obtain
X{s)(.ts)-x1(s))ds +fi(s)(uo(s)-i(s))ds} 2..
Since X < 0 and (7)' the last inequality is a contradiction, and therefore Theorem 2 is proved I
